INTRODUCTION THE HYPOTHESIS AND ITS PREDICTIONS
A short time ago it was suggested by Stewart and Kneale (1969) that intervals between the start of a cancer process (initiation date) and the onset of symptoms (onset date) were approximately constant, characteristic of the type of cancer and measured in years and that during these hidden survival times or latent periods normal stem cells were being replaced by cancer stem cells. Reserves of normal tissue are normally so plentiful that this early effect of the cancer process was considered to be unlikely to cause trouble unless the reticuloendothelial system was involved. But should this happen, a progressive loss of normal stem cells might lead to a situation in which the individuals concerned appeared to be well but were in fact unable to cope with infections because of the acquired immunologicaj incompetence. The following consequences of this hypothetical situation were predicted:
(1) The medical histories of children with leukaemia should show a higher than average incidence of minor infections with complications such as pneumonia during the years immediately preceding recognition of the malignant disease.
(2) For some children the level of immunological incompetence induced by a shortage of normal leucocyte precursors might be such that a fulminating infection could cause death before the underlying malignancy was recognized. Even if this situation were common it would be impossible to detect it from the medical histories of children who survived the infection to develop overt leukaemia, but it should be possible to establish a negative correlation between infection deaths and leukaemia deaths because when the infection rate was high many children incubating leukaemia would die in this way and so the number of overt leukaemia deaths would be lowered.
(3) Due to the assumption of an approximately constant latent period the above effects should apply with greater force to older children than to the children who are due to develop leukaemia in the first few years of life after spending part of the latent period in utero.
To test these predictions two illustrations have been chosen. In the first it is possible for a child to recover from an attack of pneumonia or bronchitis and subsequently to be ascertained as either (1) a leukaemic death; (2) a solid tumour death; or (3) a healthy control. In the second illustration one only knows how many children died of pneumonia or leukaemia each year in a defined area at a given age and what the corresponding population size was.
THE MEASURE OF INFECTION SENSITIVrrY
For each illustration the measure taken of the infection sensitivity of children incubating leukaemia (pre-leukaemics) has been the excess risk of contracting pneumonia (E) relative to the normal risk and is defined by the equation:
where P is the normal risk of pneumonia infection expressed as an age-specific proportion with history of pneumonia (first illustration) or as an age-specific death rate (second illustration), and Q is the corresponding rate for pre-leukaemics.* *The reason why this expression for E, implying as it does that the risks are additive on a logit scale rather than on a logarithmic scale (Cox, 1970) , has been chosen rather than the simpler definition:
based on ordinary relative risk, is as follows:
In the first illustration, where P and Q are both directly observable, both definitions of E give equally reasonable results; however, in the second illustration Q is not directly observable, and in order to estimate E, it is necessary to use the following method:
One assumes that the aetiological relationships between pneumonia and leukaemia are such that E, for children due to develop leukaemia at a given age and for pneumonia attacks at a given interval before expected death from leukaemia, is truly constant and does not vary with birth cohort (as P and Q do This analysis is effectively an extension of an earlier one by Stewart, Webb, and Hewitt (1958) of data from the Oxford Survey of Childhood Cancers, which showed that a recent attack of pneumonia was recorded more often for children who subsequently died of leukaemia than for either healthy controls or children who subsequently died of a solid tumour. This analysis is based on 7,758 children under the age of 5 years who appeared in the Oxford Survey as children with records of medical histories. Between 1952 and 1965 3,879 (1,745 leukaemias and 2,134 solid tumours) had died of malignant disease and 3,879 were alive and well at the time of ascertainment (controls). The proportion with a history of pneumonia for pre-leukaemics who survive the pneumonia and for ordinary children, Q and P respectively, may be estimated directly from the data and then the excess risk of being attacked by bronchitis or pneumonia and surviving to develop cancer may be calculated by equation 1. The values of E found are 1'31 for leukaemias and 0A43 for solid tumours for attacks less than one year before death, and for attacks more than one year before death the corresponding figures are 036 and 014 respectively. The equality of the proportions may be tested by chi-square and these tests show that the risk was significantly greater for leukaemias than for solid tumours (x2 -5 48 at 1 D.F. P < 002) and greatest in the year immediately preceding death (x2 = 3 94 at 1 D.F. P < 0 05). A more detailed analysis of the excess risk for the leukaemias by age is given in Table II . This shows that for all ages the risk is greatest in the year before death, thus prediction 1 (see Intoduction) is perfectly confirmed.
The most straightforward method of testing prediction 2 would be to correlate leukaemia and pneumonia death rates, but one immediately runs into the danger pointed out by Yule (1926) (Kendall and Stuart, 1966) . A non-parametric test was described by Stewart and Kneale (1969) . This consists in dividing the whole period over which the death rates are known into short periods, say quinquennia, and taking the average of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient in each quinquennium.
A parametric method suitable for estimating the actual risks involved is as follows: Let the initiation rate of pre-leukaemics at a certain age be I, the death rate from leukaemia in the same cohort at an age greater by the mean latent period be L, and P and Q the pneumonia death rates at an intermediate age for average and pre-leukaemic children respectively (see Introduction). Between the age of initiation and the age of expected death from leukaemia the cohort of pre-leukaemics will have been depleted by pneumonia by a factor (1-Q); but simultaneously the total birth cohort, relative to which L is measured, will have been differentially depleted by a factor (1-P). Thus the effect on the observed leukaemia death rate, assuming other causes of death are similar in both groups, is given by the relation: E--BI(1+BF)
. (8) and its significance tested by the statistical significance of B.
Since the pneumonia death rates at different ages in the same cohort will almost certainly be correlated, the above analysis is strictly speaking invalid when one wants to separate the effects of pneumonia at various intervals before expected death from leukaemia. To do this, one has by an obvious extension of the above argument:
where the suffixes distinguish pneumonia rates at various intervals before expected death from leukaemia. 0 refers to rates in the same year and same age as the leukaemia death rate, 1 refers to rates one year earlier and one year younger, etc. By multiple regression of In (L) for each set of data: a significant negative correlation in the age group 2-4 and no significant correlation in the age group 0-1, thus confirming predictions 2 and 3 (see Introduction). For the parametric method of estimating E it proved necessary to aggregate the data in order to provide sufficiently large numbers. The method of aggregation used takes advantage of the fact that for each calendar year the pneumonia epidemics in different age groups will be correlated, whereas one really wants to study birth cohorts to estimate the risk due to pneumonia at various intervals before expected death from leukaemia. The method used for the English and Welsh data and the United States data is indicated in Fig. 1 which covers a shorter period. To show that these degrees are perfectly adequate the pneumonia rate and fitted trend in England and Wales for the age group 3-4 are shown in Fig. 2 and the corresponding leukaemia rates in Fig. 3 .
The estimated values of the excess risks for a pre-leukaemic to die of pneumonia before developing overt leukaemia in various age groups and for pneumonia at various intervals before expected death from leukaemia are given in Table IV . These show that the risk is confined to ages over 2 years and to the year immediately preceding expected death from leukaemia, thus again confirming predictions 2 and 3 (see Introduction).
An example of the calCulation of some of the entries in Table IV is given in Tables V and VI.  Table V contains the raw data in terms of the agespecific death rates relevant to calculating the excess risks from pneumonia at various intervals before expected death from leukaemia, in England and Wales, age group 3-4. When the value of E is known the initiation rate of pre-leukaemics (I) can be estimated by backsubstitution in equation 5. The trend in I and the corresponding leukaemia trend for the age group 3-4 in England and Wales are shown in Fig. 4 . This shows that in the early decades of the century the overt leukaemia rate was nearly halved by the effects of pneumonia, and that the virtual elimination of pneumonia deaths in later years accounts for about one-fifth of the rise in the leukaemia rate. The fact that the excess risk of developing pneumonia and surviving is much less than the corresponding risk of developing pneumonia and dying as a result may be easily explained by realizing that in the second situation the separate risks of developing overt pneumonia as a result of infection and of dying as a result of overt pneumonia are bound to have cumulative effects, i.e., the pre-leukaemic child is both more likely to catch pneumonia and more likely to die from it; while in the first situation they will have opposing effects, i.e., the pre-leukaemic child's increased risk of death from pneumonia masks the increased risk of infection. (Stewart and Kneale, 1970) .
The facts noted by Hewitt (1955) 
